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Understanding Culture, Society and Politics 
 
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 
 
 
 

Quarter: 1  Week: 5  SSLM No. 1         MELC(s): Explain the context, content, 
processes, and consequences of socialization. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 Objectives: 1. Explain the process of socialization. 

2. Elaborate the consequence of socialization. 
 Title of Textbook/LM to Study: Understanding Culture, Society and Politics 

Quarter 1 – Module 5: Becoming a Member of Society 
 Chapter: N/A Pages: 1 to 25 Topic: Becoming a Member of Society 

 
 
 
 
 
Socialization is the lifelong social experience by which people develop their human 
potential and learn culture. Its context is like the theatre or stage in which socialization 
occurs. Unlike other living species, whose behaviour is mostly or entirely set by 
biology, humans need social experience to learn their culture and to survive. Social 
context includes culture, language, and social structures such as the class, ethnic, and 
gender hierarchies of a society. These are institutions with which individuals come in 
contact in the course of their socialization. 

Activity 1: Let’s Get Started 

Instruction: Identify the context of socialization. Write B if it is Biological context, P if 
it is Psychological context and S if it is Social Position.  

__________1. Children from lower economic status tend to have low self-esteem. 
__________2. Fear may make it difficult for young children to be socialized in school.                                                                                
__________3. Babies have powerful, grasping fingers that cling tightly to other human 
fingers or bodies.                                                                                                 
__________4. People in more advantageous positions tend to develop higher self-
evaluations.                                                                                                                                    
__________5. Infants are born wanting human contacts. 

 

Let Us Discover 
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Socialization is a central process in social life. Its importance has been noted by 
sociologists for a long time. It prepares individuals to occupy statuses and roles 
(Macionis, 2012, p. 127–128). Status refers a social position that a person holds. As 
backgrounder, an ascribed status is a social position a person receives at birth or takes 
on involuntarily later in life such as being a daughter, a Filipino, a wife, or a widower. 
On the contrary, achieved status refers to a social position a person takes on 
voluntarily that reflects personal ability and effort. Example of achieved statuses 
include honours student, athlete, nurse, doctor, software writer, and lawyer perhaps. 
On the one hand, role refers to behaviour expected of someone who holds a particular 
status. 
Activity 2: Grooming To Know More 

Instruction: In a clean sheet of paper, expound the following questions in not less 
than 10 sentences. For each question, you will get the highest possible score of 100 
points. Refer to page 4 of this SSM for the rubrics. 
 

1. Discuss Freud’s model of personality. 
2. Explain Piaget’s four stages of cognitive development. 
3. Probe on Mead’s theory of the social self as a product of social experience. 
4. Deduce Cooley’s Looking-glass Self. 
5. Is socialization experience the same for everyone? 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Looking around the world, we see that different cultures use different techniques to 
socialize their children. There are two broad types of teaching methods – formal and 
informal. Formal education is what primarily happens in a classroom. It is usually 
structured, controlled, and directed primarily by adult teachers who are considered 
professional "knowers." In contrast, informal education can occur anywhere. It involves 
imitation of what others do and say as well as experimentation and repetitive practice 
of basic skills. 

Activity 3.1: What I think I am 

Instruction: Select three (3) songs and make your own reflection on how the agents 
of socialization have shaped a person. 100 points for this activity. Refer to page 4 for 
the rubrics. Example:  
Because of You (Kelly Clarkson) – a young girl learns not to risk her heart from 
watching her parent’s break-up/separation.  
https://www.youtube.com?v=Ra-Om7UMSJc  

Let Us Try 

Let Us Do 
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Activity 3.2: It Takes A Village To Raise A Child 

Instruction: Revisit your past experiences on your childhood. Cite one memorable 
interaction/socialization with your immediate family, relatives, neighbours, school and 
church. What is the impact/influence of this experience in your life? In bullet-type, 
provide your answer in the given table matrix. 10 points for this activity. 

  Experience  Impact/Influence 

Immediate Family 
  
 
 

 
  

Relatives 
  
 
 

 
  

Community (Neighbours) 
 
  
 

 
  

School 
  
 
 

 
  

Church 
  
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Socialization creates human beings. Only through socialization is human potential 
made actual. In the process, it permits the individual to develop a unique personality. 

 
Activity 4: Bring It On 
 
Instruction: Read/Research of a “wild boy” found in Aveyron, Southern France back 
in the 1800s. He was Victor as he was so named. Also, a “wolf girl” who was 
discovered by a foreign missionary in Europe several years ago. From these readings, 
answer in 150-word essay-type in a clean sheet of paper. Use below guide questions. 
100 points for each question. Refer to page 4 for the rubrics. 
 

1. Explain how socialization becomes a learning process which turn individual 
from an animal into a person with human personality. 
 

2. Elaborate the consequences of socialization in terms of regulating behavior and 
at the same time as an indispensable condition for individuality and self-
awareness. 

 
 
 

Let Us Apply 
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Activity 1: Grooming To Know More, Activity 3.1: What I think I am, Activity 4: 
Bring It On 

 
 
 
 
 

Rubrics 

100 80 50 20 
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Book: Garcia, Manuel B., 1994, Introductory Sociology: A Unified Approach, Mandaluyong 
City, National Book Store, Inc. 
SLM: Understanding Culture, Society and Politics Quarter 1 – Module 5: Becoming a Member  
of Society
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